2006 15U WWBA Top Prospects
1) Jared Fancher, Katy Sting-3B/OF that showed outstanding raw power, and plus tools across board.
Jared was on a different level physically than the competition in Marietta.
2) Trey Griffin, East Cobb Astros 14U-Griffin shows 5-Tool potential in the outfield for the Astros 14U,
and should make plenty of noise on a national level over the next several years.
3) Keifer Nuncio, Katy Sting-The Sting’s starting SS also showed outstanding ability on the mound
topping out at 88, with clean mechanics and a great arm action.
4) Connor Winn, East Cobb Astros 15U-The tournaments top overall hitter, came through in the clutch the
whole tournament, and was a nightmare for opposing pitchers.
5) Nick Cunningham, Indiana Bulls-RHP that took home Most Valuable Pitchers honors after dominating
hitters with an nasty 82-84 FB with outstanding life, showing good feel for pitching.
6) Andrew Stumph, Katy Sting-Like his teammate Keifer Nuncio, Stumph was not a primary pitcher for
the Katy Sting. When he got on the mound though he topped at 88 with great life on his FB.
7) Zane Evans, East Cobb Astros 14U-2010 RHP with a big athletic body that should make a lot of noise
in years to come. Zane showed an easy 82-84 FB, with plenty of projection to throw harder in the future.
8) Patrick Harrington, Richmond Braves Nationals 14U-Top defensive catcher at the event, showed
outstanding tools behind the plate, and can really swing the bat.
9) Tucker Barnhart, Indiana Bulls-Unbelievable defensive SS, who showed a very advanced skill set for
his age, with outstanding speed.
10) Jamaal Austin, East Cobb Astros 15U-The best leadoff hitter in the tournament, was a nightmare for
opposing catchers, and was brilliant in the outfield.
11) Andrew Toles, East Cobb Astros 14U-Very similar to Jamaal Austin, with outstanding speed, and was
the catalyst for a very talented Astros 14U team.
12) Zach Wheeler, East Cobb Yankees-RHP that topped at 86, with minimal effort and a smooth easy arm
action.
13) Matt Kirkland, Knoxville Yard-Two way player that showed great raw power at the plate, while
topping at 85 on the mound.
14) Andrew Zimmerman, Louisville Prospects-RHP that touched 85, with great life on the ball.
15) Kyle Gordon, Union County A’s-Talented RHP that topped at 85, and dominated hitters all week.
16) Thomas Geoffrey , East Cobb Astros 14U-RHP that touched 85, and showed outstading athletic
ability.
17) Sean Pope, Charlotte Megastars-Big Strong RHP that touched 86 and overmatched opposing hitters all
week.
18) Ryan Walker, Diamond Devils-Talented SS that showed solid defensive skills, as well as being one of
the best hitters in the tournament.

19) Cade Leblanc, Louisiana All Stars 15U-Talented Two-Way Lefthander that showed good raw power at
the plate, while topping at 83 on the mound.
20) Taylor Rozier, Diamond Devils-Showed tremendous power at the plate, and had one of the top
offensive performances of any player in the tournament
21) Jacob Phillips, East Cobb Orioles-Big Strong RHP that topped at 84, and two dominant performances
on the mound.
22) Hudson Randel, East Cobb Braves 15’s-Dominated on the mound with a FB that topped at 84.
23) Blake Crohan, East Cobb Astros 15U-Outstanding defensive catcher, that showed solid tools across the
board
24) Erick Gaylord, East Cobb Braves 15’s-Top notch hitter that showed off good raw power potential.
25) Chris Fritts, Katy Sting-Showed great feel for the game, with great actions, and solid tools across the
board.
26) Jemarcus McFarland, Dallas Panthers-Huge kid with unbelievable power potential. Could end up
being an outstanding football player down the road.
27) DJ Jaglois, Lakes Area Dodgers-Showed solid power potential with projectable body.
28) Kevin Link, East Cobb Astros 15U-Polished RHP that topped at 85, with great feel for the game.
29) Nolan Early, Indiana Bulls-One of the event’s fastest players, that showed solid outfield tools.
30) Connor Mason, East Cobb Astros 14U-Polished RHP who produced one of the most dominating
pitching performances of the tournament. 7 IP/ 10 H/ 1 BB/ 10 K
Other Top Prospects:
-Clay Dalton, STaF Yankees
-TJ Kerins, Team Georgia
-Zach Lower, STaF Yankees
-Andrew Mailhot, East Cobb Astros 15U
-Bob Migliazza, Connecticut Bombers
-Kyle Pelhank, Team Georgia

